Abstract. In this article are discussed the main reasons to obtain different results in decision-making by various methods. It is proposed to use the multiset theory for selection a single result from a solution aggregate. In the work is described mathematical decision-making model based on the argument calculating for maximizing the elements multiplicity functions of the arithmetic sum to found multiset solutions. Here are presented decisions compare results, which were made by expert group and according to the approach proposed by the authors on an example of the galvanic coating choice. In this article are represented recommendations for improving the efficiency of the proposed approach for obtaining the unit dimension of the resulting multiset solutions.
Introduction
The solution of applied problems with using of computer systems becomes the traditional approach to make decision. The by computer systems found solutions depend directly on the completeness and consistency of the data, the method of processing them, and the high dimensionality of the solution space [1] . The solution of the same problem by various methods may be different due to the subjectivity inherent in the methods of data processing by computer systems. To select a single result from a set of such solutions is proposed to use the principle of building reliable machines from unreliable elements proposed by J. von Neumann in [2] . According to this principle, to make a decision, is introduced redundancy of decisions made using several different methods. The choice of a single solution in this case will be carried out on the majority of coinciding solutions using the multiset theory [3] .
The aim of the work is to applicate of the multiset theory for the selection of the single result from alternatives aggregate obtained using different decision methods.
Mathematical model of decision-making using multisets
The solution of the problem with using of the multiset theory is carried out as follows.
There is a domain set D1 of facts, criteria, etc., which contains the current information for the problem under consideration:
There is also a domain set D2 of alternatives to solve the problem:
Let the decision on the considered problem be made on the basis of N methods. The set of required information Xi is formed for each method:
The multiset Yi of the decisions made over the set Xi is obtained as a result to application of the fi method:
which has the following form: 
The height of the arithmetic sum of multisets (6) is calculated, which is equal to the maximum value Σ k . The final set of Y * decisions are formed from those peak elements y * , the multiplicity function for which coincides with the height:
Let us calculate the dimension of the resulting set (7) by counting the total number of different elements of y * : 
Materials and methods
To compare the results of the decision with using of multiset theory is carried out according to the approach shown on fig. 1 .
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Fig. 1. Block diagram for result comparison of decision-making on the basis of multisets and expert group
Let us consider the problem of decision-making on example of galvanic coating choice. As a comparative element is selected the following group of experts: process engineer, design engineer and technical control engineer. Decision-making by experts is carried out using a questionnaire by the Delphi method [4] .
The domain set D1 contains the following information for the problem: a1 -metal of part; a2 -purpose of coating; a3 -coating thickness; a4 -climatic performance of the part; a5 -placement category of parts; a6 -additional instructions; a7 -cost; a8 -microhardness; a9 -adhesion; a10 -roughness; a11 -porosity; a12 -reflectivity; a13 -geometric shape of a part; a14 -batch volume; a15 -environmental friendliness of the process; a16 -process duration.
The domain set D2 of alternatives according to [5] looks like: b1 -aluminum; b2 -gold; b3 -cadmium; b4 -cobalt; b5 -copper; b6 -nickel; b7 -tin; b8 -palladium; b9 -platinum; b10 -rhodium; b11 -lead; b12 -silver; b13 -titanium; b14 -сhromium; b15 -zinc.
To solve the considered problem are chosen N = 3 methods, among which: f1 -GOST 9.303-84 [6] ; f2 -analytic hierarchy process, which is described in the works [7, 8] ; f3 -production model of knowledge, which is described in the works [9, 10] .
The set of required X1 data for all experiments is the aggregate of a1 -a6 elements for the considered b1 -b15 alternatives. Various samples of elements from D1 and D2 were used for the sets X2 and X3.
The expert group adopts the decision of Yexp on the basis of the same information, which is available to all N methods in aggregate (∑Xi).
Results and discussion
There were carried out 40 experiments to compare the result of decision making on the basis of multisets and the group of experts. The most interesting for the analysis results are shown in Table 1 . 
The value of the dimension / / * Y > 1 was obtained in cases when: a) the sets of required data Xi for all fi had partially common elements (for example, the number of experiment 2 in Table 1 ); b) the sets of required data Xi for all fi did not contain common elements (for example, the number of experiment 4 in Table 1 ). If the most important data from Xi are present in all N methods of fi decision-making, then in 90% of experiments the result of decision-making on the basis of set Y * is the only and coincides with the opinion Yexp of the group of experts. The value of the dimension / / * Y = 0 was never obtained in the decision making process due to consideration of the maximum possible aggregate of elements from the domain set D2.
Conclusion
The conducted researches have shown that the choice of the single result from alternatives aggregate obtained using different decision methods can be achieved using the approach proposed by the authors. This approach is based on calculating the maximizing argument the functions of the arithmetic multiplicity elements sum of multisets from the solutions found. The number of methods should be at least 3 to apply the by the authors proposed approach. In turn, not so much numbers of methods can influence on the obtaining of the single problem solution, such as the sameness of the initial information and the space solution. Exceptions of several dominant alternatives, what are arising from decisionmaking by this or that method, can also be achieved by introducing weighting coefficients of competence for methods. Weighting coefficients of competence for each method are established by the person making the decision, in the interval 0...1. Then the value of the multiplicity function of the found solution for each method is multiplied by the value of the appropriate to him coefficient. It should be noted that one should not try to choose a large number of different methods of decision-making because of the complexity, duration and high cost of their implementation.
